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　Abstract : Different opinions　had been expressed on the stratigraphic　classification of
the･ so-called　Taga　Group.　The　Group　is important in　the interpretation of the age of
formation of the folding- and faulting in the Joban coal-field, Fukushima Prefecture. For
example, Sugai and Matsui (1953; 1957) defined the Taga Group as the strata which lies
on the･Takaku Group with clino-unconformity, whereas Hanzawa (1954 ; 1957) and Kamada
　(1962) included in the Taga Group the strata incorporated in the Takaku and Taga groups
by Sugai and Matsui (1953:)｡
　The studies　on the stratigraphy and paleontology of the so-called Taga Group in the
Izumi-Ueda district of the Joban coal-field resulted in, 1）Ｔｈｅgroup in the area investigated
can be subdivided into two parts, here named the Kurosuno and Nagisa formations ； the
Kurosuno is superposed by the Nagisa with unconformity (angular unconformity^, 2) It is
considered that the Kurosuno Formation is Miocene in age and the Nagisa Formation is
Pliocene. 3) The major folding, the Kamamae Syncline and Hinino Anticline (Mitsui,
1971), and faulting structures. for example, the Tabasaka and Watanabe faults, etc., in
the area surveyed were formed after the sedimentation of the Takaku Group or before that
of the Kurosuno Formation. The gentle folding structures developed in the Kurosuno
Formation are post-Kurosuno or pre-Nagisa in age.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　INTRODUCTION
　The so-called Taga Group is distributed widely in the Joban coal-fieldextending from the
vicinitiesof Tomioka-machi, Futaba･gun, Fukushima Prefecture at the north to the north
to the environs of Hitachi-City, Ibaraki Prefecture at the south (Fig. 1)｡
　Heretofore, the Taga Group had been considered to be Miocene by some authers and as
Pliocene by others. It is superjacent to the SHirado Group　or the Nakayama Formation.
The stratigraphic classificationand names of the formations of the group differedaccording
to the sedimentary basins and none had been accepted as ａ standard. For example, Sugai
and Matsui a953) used the name of Takaku Group for the sｏ･calledTaga Group distributed
in　the lwaki Area, and thought that the Takaku group was superposed with clino-uncon-
formity by the Taga Group (the strata distributedin the Taga and Futaba areas). Hanzawa
　(1954: 1957) and Kamada (1962) expressed that the opinions of Sugai arid Matsui (1953;
1957) were insu伍cient for interpretation of the stratigraphic and paleontological evidences
of the former Taga Group, and that the Takaku Group is equal to the old Taga Ｇｒｏｕｐ･
Recently, Mitsui (1971) clarifiedthat the Takaku Group differs from the Iziimi Group
　(Mitsui, 1971) (the Taga Group of Sugai and Matsui (1953; 1957^) and that the Izumi
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　　　　　　Fig. 1. Map showing t】nedistribution of the so-called Taga Group (Sugai
　　　　　　　　　and Matsui, 1957) and the areaｉr!vestigated･.I
overlies the Takaku with　clino-unconf ormity,∧gndべMitsui, 1971) upheld the opinions of
Sugai and Matsui (1953; 195n.　　　　　　，　.　　　　　　　　　’
　As stated above, the stratigraphic classification .of theﾌﾞso-called Taga Group is yet
unsettled and, because the Group is important in determination of the age of formation of
the folding- and faulting structures developed in 由己:Joban coal-field, it is necessary to
review the problems of the Group. The writers reinvestigated the Group in the Izumi-Ueda
district with the purpose unify　the stratigraphic classificatior! of the former Taga Group,
based on, mainly the stratigraphy and, paleontologyごUp: to this time, it had been thought
that no unconformity ｅχistsin the so-called Taga Group (Fig. 2), but the present studies
showed that there is an unconformity in the Group. This fact was　already described by
Mitsui and Ouchi (1970. In their report ｏｎ!ｙａ｡Brief description was given on the Taga
Group. However, the accumulation of paleontological data makes　it necessary to discuss
on the so-called Taga Group distributed in the lｚμ球々eda district.
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphic c】assificationsof the Taga Group according to Sugai and
　　　　　Matsui (1957), Hanzawa (1955), Jくamada (1962) and Mitsui (1971).
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STRATIGRPHIC RELATION BETWEEN THE TAKAKU GROUP AND
THE SO-CALLED TAGA GROUP
　Although the stratigraphic relationbetween the“Takaku Group” and the so-called“Taga
Group” had been frequently ･referedto (Mitsui, 1971, 1972), the writers here again discuss
the relation because it　isnecessary to clarify　thedefinitionof the“Taga Group” used in
this paper.
　Because “Takaku” and “Taga” groups are distributedin separated areas the relationship
between them remained unsolved even in the vicinities　ofIzumi-machi　where they come
near one another in distribution.
　From the following reasons. we may conclude that the so-called Taga Group lies with
angular unconformity upon the Takaku　Group ； that　isto say, 1) their　lithofacies　are
different- Namely, the tuffaceous siltstoneof　the Shimotakaku Formation of the Takaku
Group is hard and near to fine grained tuff, whereas, that of the Taga Group is soft and
near to mudstone, and Ｍａｋｉｙａｍａ（＝ざ昭ａパだ∫)which is common in the Taga Group has
not been found in the Takaku Group, 2）Ｔｈｅjoints in the Takaku Group are of both shear
joints and tension joints, whereas these in the Taga Group are only tension joints, 3) The
many faults in the Joban coalぶeld, except forａ few, cut the rocks of the Takaku Group
and are　covered　by those of　Taga Group. In the Iziimi-Ueda　district, for instance, as
pointed by Sugai and Matsui (1957), the Tabasaka Fault, ０r!ｅof the main faults, and the
ones associated therewith cut　the rocks of the Takaku Group, but not those of the Taga
Group, and, 4) In the environs of Tanabe in the Izumi-Ueda districtboth the Takaku and
Taga groups are distributed within a restricted area of ２００meters (Fig. 2), and former
joins in construction of the Kamamae Syncline and Hiruno Anticline (Ishiguri, 1968 MS ；
Mitsui, 1971"),whereas the Taga Group lies with angular unconformity upon the Yunagaya
Group and the Nakayama Formation （ｏｒthe Shirado　Group) and erosion has cut deeply
to the core of the Hiruno Anticline before depositio!I of the Taga. Accordingly, it is
obvious that the Takaku Group is superposed structurally by the Taga Group with angular
unconformity, and that the folds and faults in the Joban coal-field,except ones developed
in the Taga　Group, were formed by tectonic movements　which　occurred during post-
Takaku and pｒｅ･Tagatime.　　　　　　　　　　　　　.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　TAGA GROUP
　From the foregoing results the“Taga Group" in this paper is correlated ｗi声the Taga
Group of Sugai and Matsui (1953 ； 1957).　　’
　The　Taga　Group in the surveyed　area　of Izumi-Ueda　distrtct, is　distributedin the
vicinitiesof Hiruno, Izumi-cho, and Shimo-Yamada, Yamada-cho, and in the areas enclosed
by the Izumi-Ueda line and the Pacific coast.
On the so-called Taga Group in the Izumi-Ueda District
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　Previously, it had been considered that no imconformable phenomenon exists in the Taga
Group.　For example, Sugai and Matsui (1957) described that the Taga Group is subdivided
into the Takahagi and Temp isan formations in upward succession and that the stratigraphic
relationship between them is ａ conformity, but with an interrogation mark 4t the boundary.
From that the Taga Group distributedin the Iwaki Area is remote from the type locality
of the Group, that the name of Taga Group had been used variously by authors, and to
avoid confusion in stratigraphic nomenclature, Mitsui C1971) suggested to use the proposed
name of Izumi Group for the Taga Group of Sugai and Matsui (1957) distributedin the
Iwaki Area. In his report, he stated that the Izumi Group distributedin the Izumi-Ueda
districtcan be subdivided into the Nakosonoseki and Kurosuno formations and that there
is no unconformity between those formations.
　However, new outcrops point to that an unconformity ｅχistsin the Taga Group or Izumi
Group. This was reported already by Mitsui and Ouchi U 971). But, in their paper, they
explained that, from the views of the poor paleontological evidences and the ambiguous
time-gap of the unconformity, the Izumi Group can be subdivided into the Kurosuno and
Nagisa formations in upward succession. And, according to Mitsui (1971), there is an
unconformity between those two formations.' However, from the recent paleontological
evidence, it is shown that the Kurosuno and Nagisa formations of the Izumi Group (Ouchi,
1972 MS) extend from Miocene to Pliocene in geological･ age, and, therefore the writers
refrain from　using　the name　of Izumi Group of Mitsui and Ouchi (i97n.　And in this
paper :the authoりuse the names of Kurosuno and Nagisa formations for the strata below
and above the unconformity.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　I. KUROSUNO FORMATION
　The Kurosuno Formation was named by Mitsui (1971) for the middle to upper parts of
the Izumi Group in the Iwaki Area.　However, because of the ｅχistence of an unconformity
the name of Izumi Group　is here avoided. The type locality is　Kurosuno ｏｆ･Izumi-cho。
Iwaki City, Fukushima Prefecture｡
　The Kurosuno Formation, distributed widely　in the investigad area, lies with angular
unconformity upon the Yunagaya Group, the Nakayama Formation and the Takaku Group,
and is superposed with unconformity by the Nagisa Formation (Fig. i). The Yokoyama
Sandstc ne Member occupies　the　lower part of 山e formation. The formation has strikes
of N30°耳to N30°Ｗ and dips 5°to 20°Ｅ or W. The Kurosuno is gently folded and differs
from the structures of the Nakayama Formation and the Yunagaya and 'Takaku groups.
In the environs of Hiruno, Izumi-cho, the Kurosuno Formation, forming　ａ trough, lies
with clino-unconformity upon the Yunagaya Group ａμd erosion has out deeply to the core
of the Hiruno Anticline before deposition of the Kurosuno｡
　The Kurosuno Formation consists mainly of dark gray ｍａ卵ive muddy sandstone and sandy
mudstone intercalated with thin layers (5-20 cm) of soft rock conglomerate, fine to coarse
grained tuffaceous sandstone and pumiceous sandstone.. The muddy rocks are diatomaceous
and contain carbonaceous fragments, pumice, mica and Ｍ訃りａ刀na (^Sagaパたs). Molluscs,
foraminifers and diatoms　occurred from this formation. In the upper part of the formation
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there are layers of rhyolitic tuff or purtiiceous'sandst卯e (Fig. 5j.　The tuffaceous rocks
form lenses of ５ meters in maximum thicknをss, butごthe thickness changes in lateral
direction.　　　　　、　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼
　　　　　　　　　　　　I-A. YOKOYAMA SANDSTONE MEMBER
The Yokoyama Sandstone Member was うroposed by Mitsui and Ouchi (1971) and is
almost correlated with the Nakosonoseki Formation of　Mitsui,(1970. Mitsui (1971) used
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　r　　l.t　　’the name of NakosOnoseki Formation for the sandstone developed remarkably in the lower
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・part of the Izumi Group (゜the Taga Group of Sugai .and Matsui （195nﾐ). However, from
the detail investigations Mitsui and Ouchi (1りﾀﾞ1）･,found the following evidence；　1) The
sandstone attains only　20 meters　in ｍａχimum･･thickness, 2) In the lower part of the
sandstone, there is an about 10 meters thick miidstone ･which closely resembles with that
of the Kurosiino Formation, and, 3) The mudstone interfingers with the sandstone. From
such evidences, Mitsui and Ouchi (1971) judged that this Sandstone might be better treated
as ａ Member, and thus they proposed the name of the Yokoyama Sandstone Member for
the Nakosonoseki Formation of Mitsui (197い／‥‥‥‥‥
　The type locality of the Yokoyama Sandstone Memberトis the vicinitiesof Yokoyama in
Izumi-cho, Iwaki City, Fukushima Prefecture. The Sandstone Member, about 20 meters
in thickness, occupies the lowest part of the Kurosuno Formation and is distributedin the
environs of Shimo-Yamada･Yamada-cho･ HigashidaいIwama･both of ｕed・-cho･ Ohata･
Yokoyama and Hiruno, all in Izumi-cho. At the localitiesof Yokoyama, Ohata, Shimo-
Yamada, south･ of Kurosuno the Member lies･withトangularunconformity on the Nakayama
Formation and the Yunagaya Group (Fig. 5T.　　く　　　　ダ　　　’゛　　’
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　The lower part of the Yokoyama Sandstone Member comprises pebble size soft rock
conglomerate-bearing coarse grained sandstone with cross-lamina. The upper part of the
Member consists of roughly stratified medium to fine grained sandstone.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　II. NAGISA FORMATION
　The Nagisa Formation was proposed by Mitsui and Ouchi (1971) and is almost correlated
with the upper part of the Kurosuno Formation of Mitsui (1970.　From the existence of
an unconformity in the Kurosuno Formation (Mitsui, 1970, Mitsui and Ouchi (1971)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1proposed the name of Nagisa Formation for the strata　above the unconformity. The type
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　丿¶　●1locality is the environs of Nagisa in Ueda-cho, Iwaki City, Fukushima Prefecture.
　This Formation lies with angular unconformity upon　the Kurosuno Formation　and is
distribured in ａ　small area in the vicinities of Yokoyama, south of Kurosuno, Ohata,
Minami-Tomioka, all of Izumi-cho, and Nagisa and Kanayama, both in Ueda-cho.
　The unconformity between the Kurosuno and Nagisa formations　can be observed at
localities around Nagisa, south of Kurosuno, north of Ohata and Yokoyama, namely ；
(1) In the south of Kurosuno, medium grained tuffaceous sandstone of the lower part of the
Nagisa Formation abuts with unconformity upon the sandy mudstone of the Kurosurio
Formation, and there is　ａ fault between both formations (Fig. 6), (2) The mudstone of
the Kurosuno Formation is superposed by basal　conglomerate, composed of soft rock
conglomerate, of the Nagisa Formation with clino･unconformity (Fig. 7) in the environs
of Nagisa, (3) In the north of Ohata, basal conglomerate, which　consists　of soft rock
conglomerate derived from the Nagisa Formation, lies with unconformity upon the tuffaceous
mudstone of the Kurosuno Formation, and (4) At Yokoyama,. the basal conglomerate of
about ２ meters in thickness and of soft rock conglomerate, lies with angular unconformity
upon the rhyolitic　pumice tuff of　the Kurosuno Formation (Figよ8ｙ　Further‘, the sandy
mudstone of the Nagisa Formation　lies with unconformity upon the muddy shale of the
Honya Mudstone Member (Mitsui, 1971) of the Yunagaya Group at Minami･Tomioka.
Fig. 6. Sketch showing the unconformity between the Kurosuno and Nagisa formations.
　　　　Locality: West of Kurosuno; Izumi-cho.
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Fig. 7. Sketch showing the unconformity between the Kurosuno and Nagisa formations.
　　　　Locality:　Nagisa, Ueda-cho.　　　　　.　‘
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Fig. 8. Sketch showing the unconformity betweeり‘the Kurosuno and Nagisa formations.
　　　Locality :　Yokoyaraa, Izumi･cho.　　　.
　The ｌｏ｀″erpart of the Nagisa Formation, φｎがsts mainly of pebble size soft rock ｃｏｎご
glomerate and medium to coai‘segrained sands]tone, and the upper part of roughly stratified
sandy mudstone and muddy sandstone with carbonaceous fragments. pumice,･mica, mollusca
and diatoms.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　CONSIDERATION
　The first consideration was an attempt to interpret the structural history of the surveyed
area.　　　　　　　　　　’　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥　　　　I
　As described already, the Kamamae　Syncline　and Hiruno Anticline　developed in this
area are composed of the strata of the Shiramizu,。Yunagaya and Takaku groups and the
Nakayama Formation, but not of Kurosuno ‘Formation･. The many normal faults in the
investigated area, except for ａ few, cut the rocks of the Takaku Group, but not those of
the Kurosuno Formation. There is an angular unconformity between the Takaku Group and
the Kurosuno Formation, as stated in the foregoing paragraph. Further, in the vicinity of
Hiruno, Izumi-cho, the core of the Hiruno Anticline was　eroded before deposition of the
rocks of the Kurosiino Formation (Mitsui, 197し1972). Hence, it is considered that the
main folding (the Kamamae Syncline　and Hiruno Antiぷne) and faulting structures (the
Tabasaka and Watanabe faults, etc.) in this investigated area were formed by ａ tectonic
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movement which occurred during post-Takaku Group and pre-Kurosuno time. It is possible
to consider that the Yamada Fault, one of the main faults which cut the rocks　of the
Kurosuno Formation, was formed before deposition ｏｆ‘the Kurosuno Formation but again
reacted after development of the Kurosuno Formation, as is inferred from the distribution
of the Kurosiino and also from the reasons above mentioned. This inference is also upheld
from that the joints developed in the Kurosuno Formation show strong resemblance to
　　　　　　　　　　ゝ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　I
those in the Takaku 瓦ｎｄ earlier lower groups.
　・ On the other hand, it is also evident that the gentle synclinal and anticlinal structures
have a general trend‘ of N-S in the Kurosuno Formation (Fig. 3).　Also, from that the
Nagisa Formation is not folded and that the relation between the Nagisa and Kurosuno
formations is an angular unconformity, the gentle folding structures were developed prior
to the deposition of the Nagisa Formation.
　The second consideration is the determination of the geological ages of the Kiirosuno
and Nagisa formations.
　From the mudstone of the middle part of the Kurosuno Formation in the vicinity of
Mochida, Ueda-cho, the following planktonic Foraminifera were recorded and reported bｙ’
Ouchi(1972 MS) ； Ｇｌｏｈｉｇｅｒina bｕlloideｓ bｕlloideｓ， 　Ｇ. 　bｕlloideｓ ｃｏｎｃｉｎｎａ， 　Ｇ.かliatａ， 　Ｇ.
夕ａｒahiilloideｓ， Ｇ.　ｖｅｎｅｚｔｉｅｌａｎａ， Ｇ. 　ｓｐ・・Globiｓｅｒｉｎｏｉｄｅｓ ｑｕａｒ･ｄ７･ilobatｕｓ ｉｉｎｍａｔｕｒｅｓ， Ｇ.
ｑｔtａｄｒｔiobaｔｔtｓ ｓａｃｃｖlifeｒ， Ｇ･　ｑ皿ｄｒilobatｕｓ tｒilohｕｓ， Ｇｌｏｂｉｇｅｒinitａ ｇｌｕti皿tａ．・Ｓ柿。
ｅｒｏｉｄｉｎｅｌｌｏかｓiｓ ｓｅｍｉｎｕlina， Ｓ. ｓｕbdehiｓｃｅｎｓ， 　Ｇｌｏｂｏｑｕａｄｒｉｎａ dehiｓｃｅｖｓ dehiｓｃｅｎｓ.When
these planktonic Foraminifera are plotted in the range chart of Blow (1969), the Kurosuno
Formation can be correlated within the range from Ｎ １６ to　the middle part of N18 and is
thus Late ; Miocene in age. The main diatom fossil species reported from this formation
ａｒｅ　"＞Ｃｏｓｉｎｏｄｉｓｃｕｓ ｙdbei。（:７．ｅｎｄｏt， 　Ｃ.･ｖｅｔｕtiｓｓiｔｎｕｓ， Ａｃtｉｎｏｃｖclｕｓ ｔｎｇｅｎｓ．　Ａ. tｕｇａｒｔietiｓiｓ・
Ｓtｅｐｈａｎｏｇｏｎｉａ ｈａｎｚａxｖａｅ，Ｓtｅｐｈａｎｏｐｙエiｓ ｓｃｈｅｎｃｋｉ･i十μΓｏエ,　Ｍｅｄｉａtia ｓｐｌｅｎｄｉｄａ，　Ｈｅｍｉｄｉｓｃｕｓ
ｃｕｎｅｉかｒiniｓ， Ｄｅｎticｕｌａ ｈｕｓtｅｄ£ii， Ｒａｕエia　ｐｅｒagalliふd ｒ。r (Ouchi, 1972). According to
Ouchi (1972 MS^， Ｃｏｓｃｉｎｏｄｉｓｃｕｓ ｙahei disappears in the upper part of the Kurosuりｏ
Formation andＤｅｎticｕlina ｈｕｓ£ｅｄtii iｓ dominant. Further・ Ｒｏｕエia ｐｅｒagalli and its variety
　is dominant and Ａｃtｉｎｏｃｙclｕｓ ｉｎｃｅｎｓ iｓ poor in individuals. Fro?the diatom fossils,
Ouchi (1972 MS) considers that the Kurosuno Formation is Miocene in age. At present,
the writers consider the geological age of the Kurosuno Formation to be Late Miocene
based upon the Foraminifera.
　Because no planktonic Foraminifera were found from the Nagisa Formation･ the geological
age of the Formation could　not be determined from the Foraminifera. Bi!t fortunately,
Ｔｗｒｒｔtｅｌｌａ ｎｉｐｐｏｎｉｃａΥokoyama, which is an index fossil of the Pliocene age. was discovered
from‘ the Nagisa Formation, hence, the geological age is Pliocene. The Pliocene age is
also　upheld by　such　diatoms ａｓ　'）　Ｄｅｎticidiiia kaint峡江tｉｃａ. 　Til.ａｌａｓｓioｓiｒａ ａｉｉtiｚｕａ， Ｔ.
戒ｄｕlｕｓ， 　Ｔ. 　ｕｓａtchｖii十ｚａｈｅｌｉｎａ(Ouchi,
1972 MS). From this data, Ouchi (1972 MS）
states that the Nagisa Formation can be correlated with　the Tatsunokuchi Formation of
the Sendai Group in the Sendai district, Miyagi Prefecture, which is also Pliocene in age.
Accordingly, the geological age ot the Nagisa Formation is Pliocene.・
　From the considerations given above, it is thought that the geological age of the Kurosuno
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　Formation is Miocene and that of the Nagisa Formation- is Pliocene.　Whereas, as stated
　before, the Kurosuno Formation is superposed with angular unconformity by the Nagisa
　Formation. From the evidence presented above ･it can be said that the'ｐ!ane between the
　two formations is the Miocene-Pliocene bovmdary. in t恥 investigated area or in the Joban
　coal-field.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.
　　The unconformable relationship within the so-called TagaﾆGroup (Sugai and Matsui,
　1951) was ａ‘【sorecognized in areas beyond the･scope of the present work, for example, in
　the Otsu Area, Kita-Ibaraki City, Ibaraki Prefecture C広姐0, 1971 MSY. Also, when Kamada
　reported “The Kunugidaira Formation　and the ｡ﾐtratigraphic Position of the Taki Coal-
　bearing Formation in the Job an Coal-Field'≒　hepointed out that there is ａ possibilityof
　an unco?ormity existing between the Tempisa万ｎFormation and the Isohara Formation in
　the Tempisan Area, Kita-Ibaraki City, and placed a!linterrogation･mark at the boundary
　of the two formations (Kamada, 19721　The ,writers have ｊｃｏ?irmedthe miconformity
, within the“Taga　Group" in those areas.　Detailed discussions on the Taga Group in the
　Izumi-Ueda　district　and　the　Otsu　and　Tempisan　areas　will　be　reserved for　another
　opportunity.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　≒　　　　，●　SUMMARY,
The results of the present study can be summarized, follows.
1.　The Takaku Group is superposed by the so-called Taga Group (Sugai and Matsui,
　1957) with anguar iinconformity.　　　　　－　　∧ト
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j　　　　　　　・2，　The so-called Taga Group (Sugai and Matsui, 1957) in the Izumi-Ueda districtis
　subdivided into the Kurosuno and Nagisa formations, kn（［thestratigraphic relation of
　between the formations is an unconformity. The geological age of the Kurosuno For-
　mation is Miocene and that of the Nagisa is Pliocene. Hence, the plane between the
　two formations marks the Miocene-Pliocene boundary in the Joban coal-field｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’7s　r　　・3. The main folding structures, the Kamamae Sync line and Hiruno Anticline, and the
　many faults. Tabasaka and Watanabe faults, etc･。were｡formed by the tectonic move-
　ment which occurred during post-Takaku and pre-Kurosuno time. The gentle folding
　structures developed within the Kurosuno Formation werとformed before the deposition
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ji･，of the Nagisa Formation.
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Fig. 3. Geological map of the Izumi-Ueda district,Iwaki City, Fukushima Prefecture.
